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“Rabbit, I need your help!” called Mr. Goat. “Can you post this warning, so that no one rings the bell? It would cause big trouble if anyone rings it.”
Hop, hop, hop! Rabbit was happy to help. But he hopped away too fast! He lost one of the papers that Mr. Goat gave him.
Hop, hop, hop! Rabbit arrived at the bell to post the warning sign.
Rabbit jumped and jumped, but could not jump high enough to post the sign. Oh, what should he do?
Soon Tiger came by. “What are you doing Rabbit?”
“I am posting a warning sign for Mr. Goat,” Rabbit replied. “But I can’t reach. Will you help?”
“Sure, but I want to see it first.” Tiger grabbed the paper from Rabbit. “It says, ‘Do Not Ring the Bell!’ Why not?” Tiger wanted to know.
Rabbit had not asked Mr. Goat why not. But he did remember he had started with two papers. One had gotten lost on the way. Maybe the answer was on the other paper?
"I want to ring the bell anyway," Tiger said.

Rabbit cowered down. "I’m not sure that’s a good idea."

Tiger stood tall over Rabbit. "I don’t care. Nothing can hurt me!"
Tiger pulled the rope. Rabbit waited and worried.
DING DONGGGG!
Suddenly, something dropped down from the bell. Buzz, buzz! It was a hive full of bees! And they were angry!
Hop, hop, hop! Run, run, run!

“Let’s get out of here!”
Rabbit and Tiger cried.
SPLASH! Safe under the water, they understood why no one should ring the bell.
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